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ABSTRACT

A digital device for rapid acquisition of the initial phase of PN code has been
implemented. The principles and results of the experiment are introduced in this paper. The
m PN code is modulated on IF with BPSK type. The cycle of PN code P=255 chips. The
rate of PN code R=5.1 × 10  chips /s. The IF is not acquired. The shift in Doppler6

frequency f  is within l-4KHz. In these conditions, the phase of PN code can be acquiredd

within 3 ms and the error of sychronization is less than 0.5 chip.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past twenty years, satellites have been widely used for navigation, location and
communication for ships, aircraft and ground users. The Globe Positioning System (GPS)
with eighteen satellites was developed in the late 1960s in the US. The GEOSTAR system
using six satellites was proposed in 1983. On account of the possible reqirements to
develop a similiar system in our country, we are interested in developing a fast acquisition
device (FAD). Such devices are now available in the fields of mobile communication and
adaptive control, etc.

We assume that in the future system some connections between ground centre station and
users must be set up. In general, it is necessary that the central station should acquire the
burst signal from user rapidly. The central station acquisition of the carrier wave, must
possess ability to acquiring the initial phase of the video modulated code. Obviously, for
the system to effectively accommodate many users, the frequency division, code division
and time division system should be adapted, In the case of code division, it is necessary to
discreminate signals coming simultaneously from multiple users in which the time division
between them comprises one chip of the PN code. The downward power transmitted from



satellites are usually small, thus we may assume the SNR at input to the ground station
receiver as !17dB, with an acquisition time of 3 msec.

CONSIDERATIONS ON FAD DESIGN

1.Modulated signal waveform design––ambiguity function
The essence of fast acquisition is the two dimensional resolution for time shift J and
frequency shift f . If ground station receives signals from two users simultanuously,d

(1)
where: J and f  are the time shift and frequency shift respectively.d

We can use the ambiguity function

(2)

to denote two dimensional resolution of modulated si nals. Its absolute value in J!f  planed

should approximate to impulse function as closely as possible.

After comparing some signal’s ambiguity function, it can be seen that the ambiguity
function of PN code signal modulated with BPSK type is a good approach for impulse
function. Its J!f  resoolution must be able to satisfy the needs of code division in receivingd

multiple signals.

The PN code modulated on the carrier wave with BPSK type is

(3)

The ambiguity function is given by

(4)

Its ambiguity graph is shown in Fig. 1.

2. Constituting the principle block diagram of FAD

The digital device for fast acquisition designed in our laboratory consists of an IF
demodulator, a digital matched filter (DMF) and a second processing circuit. A simplified
block diagram is shown in Fig. 2, and the principle block diagram is shown in Fig. 3.



3. Principles

HF signals received by the ground station is

(5)

where: P(i)) = ± 1, and is the video signal function of m PN code;
) is the chip time
n(t) is Gaussian white noise.



A. IF Demodulator

Using orthogonal processing, the outputs at the demodulator are:

(6)

where: 2 is the initial phase, and n is the initial phase of noise.

B. A / D Converter

The signal is sampled and quantized by A / D converter.
a. Sample: In order to avoid losing signals of PN code, the sampling rate at least

equals Nyquist rate, i.e. the period of the sample is

(7) (7)

where:     B is the band width of PN code signals, in the device B=5.1 MHz.
In order to avoid sample time always sampling at the intersection of the two code bits,
using

(8)

or

(9)

b. Quantizing:  To keep the signal from losing, each quantized value is less than the
magnitude at the input of A / D converter.
One stratification value

(10)

where: b = word length of A / D converter
U = allowable maximum voltage at the input of A / D converterD

U = magnitude of input signal of A / D converterS

U = variance of noiseN



From equation (10) and (11), we obtain

(12)

If S / N =!20 dB, then b>6 bits (contains sign bit).
The longer the word length b is, the better the signal information will be. But if b is too
long, it will make the digital matched filter and the second processing circuit too complex.

C. Digital PN code Matched Filter

a. circuits:  Because of fast acquisition, we adopt parallel signal processing circuits.
In this situation, simulative convolution device and simulative matched filter or digital
matched filter are usually used. We used digital matched filter in this device.

b. Speed of the device:  The following convolution is completed by digital matched
filter.

(13)

where: x(n) = samples of input sequence
h(n) = impulse response digital matched filter
   N = number of chips in one period, N = 255.

From the above, the output of PN code matched filter is 98.39 nscc / bit.
c. The word length of digital PN code matched filter b :D

The useful information per sample at the output of A / D converter is 1 - 2 bits.
Cumulative number in one period at matched filter is 255 times, and it requires 8 bits,
including 1 bit sign, therefore

take (14)

D. The second processing circuit

The theoretical gain of digital PN code matched filter is
 

(15)
 input SNR

(16)
(17)



If signals are detected in this SNR, the error probability is very large. Therefore, the output
of matched filter should be processed subsequently. If we add the output cumulatively 64
times, we get the theoretical gain

(18)

and theoretical output SNR is

(19)

Minus loss of 8 dB in circuits, therefore total gain of the fast acquisition device is

This can satisfy the requirements of the error probability

EXPERIMENT                 RESULTS
1. Measured Data





CONCLUSION

Fast acquisition device is the key technique of satellite position location and
communlcation systems. The fast acquisition device described by this paper is theoretically
advanced. The experiments proved that the device can acquire the initial phase of PN code
reliably within 3 msec in the simulation described in this paper. because of the limitation of
time and conditions, the experiments of multiple signal acquisition were not carried out.

Besides the satellite fast position location and communication system, this device can be
applied to high speed adaptive control, beam formation, mobile communication and image
processing, etc.
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